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THE ANGELS’ HOROSCOPE

Discover who is the angel who guides you and protects you.

Angels are beings of light and energy whose mission is to help us and protect us from danger. Every person is under the protection of a different angel determined by their birthday. The Angels’ Horoscope invites readers to come to know theirs and to recognize the spiritual message, gifts, professional talents, and demands it contains.

This book also includes a brief history of angelology and the celestial hierarchies according to the major religions, plus the experiences of celebrated mystics and visionaries.

The author explains to us which are our guardian angels according to our date of birth, the messages they send us, the gifts they give us, which profession will be easier for us or what spiritual challenges await us.

Gloria Garrido studied Philosophy at the Autonomous University of Madrid. She is an expert in esotericism and the arts of divination. She contributes regularly to magazines devoted to these subjects. She is author of The Big Book Of Numerology, The Essence Of Numerology, and Tarot: All The Arrangements And How To Interpret Them. She is also the author of the Dictionary Of Medicinal Plants.

THE EMBRIOLOGY OF THE UNIVERSE

A call to connect with what really matters.

Twenty years ago, Dr. Pilar Muñoz-Calero had her first and most acute crisis of Multiple Chemical Sensitivity, a multi-organ condition related to exposure to chemicals. This work is born from that devastating autobiographical episode and narrates the metamorphosis that followed. An act of relearning that led her to discover what really matters, the spiritual side; the urgency of saving our planet that is a victim of hyperproduction at any price, and the excessive consumption we have of toxic products. A book full of serene wisdom that will make you rethink your priorities.

An informative book that links nature-spirituality-biology and medicine to create a graspable and convincing message.

In an exemplary way, The Embryology of the Universe links scientific disciplines such as physics, chemistry and biology with not only the industrial world, but also with art, emotions, the senses, spirituality, philosophy and literature.

The ideal is already here: to be truly complete humans, connected with nature and with cosmic intelligence. The task is to attune ourselves to life and for life, and to awaken our true qualities and senses through consciousness. As we do so, we will find we have no choice but to do it again and again, and each time to do it better.

Dr. Pilar Muñoz-Calero holds the Chair of Pathology and Environment at the Universidad Complutense. A member of the General Medical Council in the United Kingdom, she is president of the Alborada Foundation, a member of the Illustrious Ramón y Cajal Academy of Health Sciences, and a lecturer at the American Academy of Environmental Medicine in the USA.
## THE MICHELANGELO ENIGMA

**Discover the hidden mysteries in the works of Michelangelo, one of the greatest artists in history.**

A book that authoritatively and exhaustively covers the hidden codes in the works of the divine Michelangelo. Secret societies, impenetrable mysteries and arcane keys. An exciting adventure full of secrets and enigmas that will shake the foundations of history. You will discover the Sistine Chapel as a secret symbol and its connection with the Kabbalah and Jewish mysticism. You will learn about Michelangelo’s connection with sects. You will find clues in “The Pietà” or learn why he burned his notes before his death.

So, let the author of this book, tantalizingly titled The Michelangelo Enigma, lead us to the dazzling frontier of the spirit where a flaming sword guards the most sought-after arcane codex of all time: The Enigma of the Angel Michael. The Hour of Revelation must be postponed, because it is, sometimes-as in the case of Nietzsche-, the prelude to a marvelous spectacle that seems madness: bodies that assume incredible postures and foreshortenings, domes that fly, skies that are populated by figures and obelisks that stand upright. Mauricio Wiesenthal

---

**Thor Jurodovich Kostich**, photographer and writer specialized in the anthropology of religions. Collaborator in various media, lecturer and cultural guide. For more than three decades he has traveled the planet on the track of mysticism and spirituality.

---

## THEY COME AT NIGHT

**Discover the best-kept secrets of witches.**

Witches have inhabited the shadows of the night long before we decided to persecute them. Indeed, they have used a range of different masks to manifest themselves to humanity. One mask remains, however, the one that embodies our deepest, most primitive fears, and which, at the same time, attracts us. In rediscovering their primordial and ancient origin, we find that witches represent nocturnal entities that in their Otherness are opposed to all that we hold to be certain or logical. By removing their masks, by searching through the shadows of history and the forgotten confines of our world, perhaps we can rediscover hidden and ignored parts of ourselves.

My goal has been to discover the origin of the witch in her most primitive, primordial, atavistic, least human aspect. To do this I had to look for an equally atavistic setting, which I found in the Pyrenees, another emblem of otherness: it reminds us of home, but can sometimes seem hostile. Through the witch I have also been able to understand the mountains as a complex place full of nuances, but deeply transformed and transforming.

---

**Júlia Carreras Tort**, philologist and researcher specialized in folklore and ethnobotany. She works with museums and cultural organizations conducting workshops and guided tours focused on folklore and popular beliefs. She has written articles in several national and international publications and has participated as a speaker in symposiums and lecture series.
Josep Guijarro is a reporter for newspapers, radio, and television as well as author of a number of books, among them Infiltrators, Beings From Other Planets Among Us, The Hidden Treasure Of The Templars, and Rex Mundi. He is now a documentary filmmaker working on the series ¿Extraterrestres? and has been editor-in-chief for Más Allá and director of the magazine Karma-7.

J. J. Benítez celebrated his fiftieth year as a journalist in 2016. He had spent more than forty years undertaking research. The author has published sixty books, but is still unknown to many readers. Who really is the author of Trojan Horse? Gog will reveal a Juanjo Benítez you never imagined.

Javier Arries studied Physical Sciences with a specialty in Earth and Cosmos Physics at the UCM; he currently works as a Computer Science professor.

Javier Martínez-Pinna is a Professor of History, a researcher, and writer. He is author of A Brief History Of The Punic Wars, Great Hidden Treasures, and Operation Trumpets Of Jericho. He is a frequent contributor to numerous media outlets, including National Geographic, Vive la Historia, and Enigmas.

ANCESTRAL ALIENS

The secret keys to our history.

At present there are 2000 worlds that exist in the universe. And barely 1 % of the universe has been explored. With technology advancing, that means that we only know 1 % of what we will know in the future. No one any longer dares to categorically affirm that there is no life elsewhere in the immensity of the universe.

Though it’s true there is no definitive proof that the enigmas spread across the planet are evidence of visits from beings from other worlds. Josep Guijarro explores the possibility that there were such visits and they did leave traces that represent the presence of semi-divine beings.

JERUSALEM.

TROJAN HORSE 1

The passion and death were worse than what we’ve been told.

The author uncovers secret documentation - classified as top secret by the Pentagon - with new and surprising information about the figure and work of Jesus of Nazareth. His discoveries are as rigorously researched as they are disconcerting.

MAGIC AND NORDIC RELIGION

Discover the fantastic world of the Vikings and the Germanic People.

This work will introduce us to the beliefs, myths, and magical practices of the men and women of the north from the time they first appeared in history to the present day. In these pages, magicians and gods like Odin, Thor, Freyr, and Nerthus will parade past, and we will travel through an extensive sacred geography inhabited by Valkyries, giants, elves, dwarves, and other supernatural creatures.

We will get into the fascinating world of the Nordic wizards and learn about their spells as well as explore the rune mysteries, the magical alphabet that fascinated the Nazis and modern magic.

DEATH AND RELIGION IN THE ANCIENT WORLD

A comprehensive journey that investigates the death ancient civilizations throughout history.

Traditionally, human beings have tried to answer the question of the existence of God, and in consequence, the survival of our souls in the beyond, by developing religious and philosophical doctrines and even, in recent years, by applying scientific methods.

On this journey we are about to set out on, we propose focusing the study of death on history, investigating the material record of ancient civilizations as well as more recent ones, analyzing sacred texts to understand those people’s conceptions of the gods, and looking at myths to reach an idea of the mentality of these people who asked themselves, just as we have continued to do up to the present, what the meaning of life and death is.
FROM BIRTH TO INFINITY

Death is not the end, it is a change of state, a return home.

This book begins by offering a tour of the world of regressive therapy to past lives, with the symptom as the starting point. And we will learn about the biospiritual connection, a very powerful technique designed by the author based on regressive therapy. In a clear ascending, thrilling progression, Albert Fita shows us the path of personal growth through these therapies, until we reach a climax that will shake our beliefs to the core.

Finally, and through the description of his work, the author accompanies the reader towards full consciousness and a more spiritual vision of the world.

The approach and therapeutic proposal of biospiritual connection, which Albert shares with us in the pages of this inspiring (and inspired) book, is a brilliant contribution, which further elevates the many possibilities of healing and personal and spiritual development, which we can access by deepening the practice of regressive therapies to past lives. And I understand the suggestive title From Birth to Infinity and the enlightening information contained in its pages as a compendium of references that, as expressed in the text of the subtitle, can help us to travel “the path of the spirit through regressive therapy and biospiritual connection”. Mariano Bueno

Montse Osuna has studied psychology, psychotherapy, reflexology and parapsychology. She is the author of the collection of seven books of The Modern Witch. She is the precursor of the current trend of young witches, who seek to reconcile the wisdom of ancient magic with the culture and science of our day.
WHO AM I?

A journey of self-knowledge and paradigm shifting.

Taking the path of spiritual development implies a process of self-knowledge. And to achieve this a key question must be asked: Who am I? Putting all our efforts in solving this doubt will be the fundamental tool to achieve it. And this book will be your best ally to embark on this new path.

Each chapter will open doors that will lead to your own inner answers and will bring you advice and practical tools. You will understand such topics as your vibratory nature, what it means to be spiritual, time as a state of consciousness, the physical senses and the traps they set, spiritual abundance, eternity, and much more.

All that from an elevated perspective that will lead you to an authentic inner “quantum leap.” Every new step will lead you to see life from a new, much higher level of consciousness further and further from the chains that bind you to the material realm and its limitations.

This book will help make you a being more conscious of yourself, living a happy life in the material world, with your head in the clouds, but your feet on the ground.

Cristian Puig has always been interested in the world of mystery and apparently inexplicable events. At the age of eighteen he enlisted in the Army until 2006 when he joined the National Police Corps, thus continuing his vocation. Given his interest in the world of investigation, he specialized in being a court officer, a field in which he has developed most of his professional career. He has collaborated in the specialized magazine El ojo crítico.

My experience in this incredible world of anomalies has made me see that another universe really does lie hidden between the seams of reality and that only those of us who pursue the truth with our hearts can access it. I must state that being a policeman has opened many doors and has helped me to investigate in depth the reality of anomalies. My investigative experience and in carrying out judicial proceedings and inquiries aimed at clarifying criminal acts has allowed me to see things others don’t see, and to make use of unconventional elements of judgment. It didn’t take me long to realize that I was in a territory little or entirely unexplored, and that, although the cases were famous in the world of fans of mystery, often no investigations had been carried out on them. With a few exceptions, no one else has traveled the world in search of something that theoretically doesn’t exist.
FIGHTING EVIL

The reality of exorcisms.

You will not find in these pages a discursive theological treatise. As a great exorcist said: “Only those who know can believe”. Belief in God and knowing that He is present is the most important thing.

The author nonetheless addresses topics related to religion, such as the origin of the devil, the existence of angels, the relationship of God and Jesus Christ, the cause of the confrontation between Cain and Abel. He also discusses witchcraft, satanic sects, the sacrifices that take place in them and cites unfortunately known cases.

In this work you will find that reality surpasses fiction. Upon reading the author’s testimonies, you will see that good and evil truly exist. One must be careful, the devil always stalks the weak, those who, for whatever reason, let their guard down.

Padre Obispo Manuel Adolfo Acuña is the national titular of the Independent Charismatic Lutheran Church and archbishop of the Association of Spanish-speaking Independent Lutheran Churches. To date he has performed more than 1,200 exorcisms. He holds a Doctorate in Divinity and is founder of the First School of Exorcism and Liberation of Latin America, and of the School of Spiritual Formation that is training the first exorcist consultants in Latin America.

Testimonial book of the first Latin American exorcist present at the Ecumenical Table of the Pontifical Athenaeum Regina Apostolorum in Rome during the Summit of Exorcists.

HOW TO COMMUNICATE WITH ORBS

The most intriguing photographic phenomenon of the twenty-first century.

After fifteen years of research, Gibraan Hanna shows us photos, stories, and conclusions about the most intriguing photographic phenomenon of the twenty-first century: orbs.

He gives us practical tools that will allow us to interact with, see, and more effectively record these circles of light.

• How do you differentiate a legitimate orb from a speck of dust, a particle of water, or any other effect of your camera or light?

• Why do these luminous informational bodies possess intelligence and their own consciousness?

• What is the explanation for their colors, symbols, and different forms?

• Why do these organized photonic communities let themselves be photographed and why do they interact with our dimension and our reality?

• Why are orbs fundamental for human evolution and the future of humanity?

Gibraan Hanna is a historian and writer with a degree in Neurolinguistic Programming. Founder of the School of Transmutation, where he has spent more than fifteen years investigating the phenomenon of orbs. He also participates, along with Marilyn Rossner, one of the greatest mediums in the world, in the ACCE and IIIHS Forums.
CORDELIA’S TAROT

Destiny is in your hands.

The author introduces the reader to the world of tarot, focusing on information about the 22 Major Arcana. It begins with a brief account of her own life story, then guides the reader through each of the arcana. A theoretical section follows, and at the end is a practical section on how to become a tarot reader. It explains little-known details like how to choose your deck, how to clean and touch your cards, how to prepare for a reading, as well as advice you will find in no other tarot manual.

365 SPELLS

Magic diary.

In the form of a diary, the author explains spells to us, interposing stories from her life, ingredients, and preparations to make your wishes of abundance, attracting good news, balanced relationships with friends, protecting a loved one, and many more come true.

On certain days, like New Year’s, Valentine’s, Saint John’s Day, Halloween, or the Perseids, you will find a special spell accompanied with a full-color illustration.

DARK TOURISM

A journey to the dark side.

Did you know there is a bridge in Scotland that makes all the dogs that approach it jump off, or that in the USA you can do a tour following the footsteps of Jeffrey Dahmer, the butcher of Milwaukee?

Did you know that in Tanzania there is a poisonous lake, or that Sidney is home of the museum of the world’s most repulsive diseases?

Dark Tourism includes cities, museums, cemetaries, hospitals, catacombs, islands, prisons, forests, crossing five continents to explore places associated with death, mystery, or abandon, whose eerie magnetism traps hundreds of visitors each year.

Miriam del Río is a journalist specializing in cultural and historical subjects. She collaborates with a number of media outlets on cinema, archeology, and history, all the while pursuing another of her great passions, guiding travelers through the world.
THE WORLD THROUGH ITS PRISONS

Discover the most incredible stories on a tour of the different prisons of five continents.

The hero of Around the World in 80 Cemeteries is back in this book to tell his latest trip around the world visiting the most important prisons that can be visited today, many of them now tourist landmarks. Alcatraz, Reading Gaol, Ushuaia and Devil’s Island are some of the prisons you will get to know.

What does the Eiffel Tower have to do with Alcatraz? Was a bird dog really condemned to life imprisonment in Philadelphia? Who was a matchmaker in the Black Palace of Lecumberri? Where was Jesus imprisoned before his crucifixion?

Fernando Gómez is a regular contributor on history and the paranormal for numerous national media. He has published nine novels. He was awarded the Mass Media Prize of the College of Private Detectives in Catalonia in 2015 for his novel Short Distance, and in 2016 he was named winner of the Premio Incógnitas Oblicuas for Fayer Vampires.

AROUND THE WORLD IN 80 CEMETERIES

Let yourself be surprised by the most important cemeteries in the world, discovering the most interesting trivia and the remarkable stories that have taken place in them.

Around the World in 80 Cemeteries will take you through the most important cemeteries in the world, recounting the bizarre incidents that have occurred there. In a pleasant, simple, and deft tone, this book will take us through La La Madeleine in France, Hölavallagarður in Reykjavík, The Jewish Cemetery in Prague, and the Vatican grottoes, among others.

Javier Martínez-Pinna is a Professor of History, a researcher, and a writer. He is author of A Brief History Of The Punic Wars, Great Hidden Treasures, and Operation Trumpets Of Jericho, all of them published by Nowtilus. He is a frequent contributor to numerous media outlets, including National Geographic, Vive la Historia, and Enigmas.

Francisco Contreras Gil has spent two decades dedicated to mystery journalism and the investigation of unusual phenomena. He collaborates as a reporter for the magazine Enigmas, and also in Año Cero y Más Allá. He was a reporter of the founding team of both the “Milenio 3” program, in Cadena SER, and the successful “Cuarto Milenio” in channel Cuatro.
GUIDE TO MAGICAL BARCELONA

Discover the most enigmatic side of Barcelona.

Do you want to know what the ancient curse is that hangs over the Liceo, understand the esoteric symbology behind Gaudí’s architecture or learn the two legends that explain the name of the city?

With its itineraries and information, Guide to Magical Barcelona reveals the most surprising and captivating aspects of a city we might otherwise pass through unaware of the legends, secrets, curses and charms that impregnate it and give it a unique atmosphere.

Ernesto Milá is a journalist, writer and political analyst. He has devoted much of his time to the study of the traditions, customs, mysteries and peculiar legends that flourish in Barcelona. This interest has resulted in books such as El misterio Gaudí and Gaudí y la Masonería and Dalí entre Dios y el Diablo. He has collaborated in Spanish magazines of fantastic realism and collaborates nowadays in different websites.

GUIDE TO MAGICAL MADRID

Guide to Magical Madrid reveals to you the most unusual and surprising legends and mysteries of this enigmatic city.

Structured in practical itineraries that the reader can travel on foot or by way of the imagination, this book brings to light the most unknown and captivating aspects of a city whose magic we pass through unknowingly every day. Everything takes time, we must stop and slow down, to discover the face of the authentic mystery of Madrid.

A revealing study of the city’s hidden historical and esoteric keys, the strange phenomena and secrets that give Madrid its unique atmosphere.

It includes more than 150 places to discover the secrets of the capital and its surroundings.

Clara Tahoces has a degree in Grapho-Psychology and Specialities and is the author of eleven books. For more than twenty-five years she has devoted herself to researching unusual and mysterious subjects. She has been editor-in-chief of Más Allá de la Ciencia magazine and has contributed to numerous publications and radio and television programs.